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50 Years on Gough
By Charles Thomas Photos by Chuna

It was 8 Dec 2016 and the cold morning
breeze woke me up at 5 in the morning. I
cleared my eyes and remembered it was my
birthday. But something was different, I wasn‟t in my room in Randfontein. After having
heard the cawing skuas instead of beeping
cars on the road, reality kicked in and I soon
realized I was on Gough Island, three months
into the expedition.
It was a Thursday and everyone was still in
bed. I was alone in my room and the cold
weather persuaded me to stay in bed. I had
no real interest in getting anything done either way. I just wanted the day to end. Just as
I was about to sleep-in, I received a call from
my sister back in Johannesburg, South Africa.
“Hello brother” she said. “Happy 50th birthday, wish our mother was still with us to see
where you are.” For the first time, I felt the
distance from where I was. My sister‟s voice
made me feel so loved yet so alone. My
mother was my strength but hearing my sister mention her, I started tearing up and covered my mouth so no one would hear me
weep I miss her a lot, more every day. Phone
calls like these were of a different nature. I
didn‟t want my sister to hear me sad so I cut
the call short.

I thought my first birthday away from home would
be the toughest but realized the second was even
harder. Emotions, which were once forgotten,
were more difficult to have to experience yet
again. On the third, I learned to fight those wistful
emotions. I became numb and forgot how to be
sentimental. Time made me forget why I dread
spending my birthday alone. But how could I blame
myself for forgetting? At some point I intended to
forget because it was the only way. I needed to
disregard my emotions to be sane spending my
birthdays alone and away from family

If genies were real, I wouldn't need three
wishes, my one and only wish would be to be
home with my family. Unfortunately Genies
aren‟t real and birthday wishes don‟t always
come true. Looking through pictures of my
family gave me flashbacks of my past birthdays, I was loved, I was happy which is what
mattered most I thought comforting myself.
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Additional

Under normal circumstances you would be
able to take off from work to enjoy the
Christmas holiday with family and friends,
not on an isolated Island. Christmas was, to
put it lightly, a little “different” for most of
us who aren‟t seasoned Islanders.
There were no big street city light Christmas decorations illuminating the streets
during night time, no cheerful sounds of
Christmas Carols coming from just about
every shop in a mall, no television or radio
inserts hinting towards what the best
Christmas gift to give would be.
Personally I really missed compiling the
Christmas lunch menu and shopping list
with my mom, getting the house ready but
most importantly getting to spend time with
extended family members over good food (I
mean I do prepare like half the meals). I also
missed accompanying my mom to her choir
practice on Christmas Eve as well as the
morning Church service then giving her
feedback on how she sounded.
It wasn‟t quite the same, but as G62 we
came together and prepared ourselves a
Gough Christmas with all the stuffing: lunch
accompanied with all the Christmas decorations, carols, gifts and lunch.

Elias

and

Nokwe

Jovial January
By Nokwe and Photos by Tom
January was the busiest month on the base; it honestly felt a little like take-over as both thee shore
and base were nearly as occupied. We had the Edinburgh come over, again bearing gifts-more food!!!
J (Even though most if not all of it consisted of vegetables :( , I‟m just not their biggest fan). Not long
after the arrival of the Edinburgh was the arrival of
the Grimville bearing humans, other humans other
than the ten of us. They were other people that
you could actually see, touch and smell all eleven of
them. There were more of them than there were
of us!
Our visitors consisted of a National Geographic
team, scientific personnel and a few people from
Tristan da Cunha all of whom were here to assist
Nat. Geo in their effort towards including Gough
Island on an episode about „ Pristine Seas‟. There
were some new faces (Ian from Tristan, Jonathan
from RSPB, Brian and Alex from Nat. Geo.) and
some not so new faces (Andy –RSPB, GeorgeTristan and Marthán-G20 and G24!!!). Our visitors
were with us for an exciting and buzzing 5 days
(including me Birthday!).
They all couldn‟t wait to experience and take in the
beauty of the Island and a little rain was not going
to stop them as most of our visitors went out to
see the Mollys and mouse predation of Molly
chicks. This was followed by a trip to Gonydale to
film the Tristan Albatross courtship dance and observe nesting birds the next day.
The third of their arrival on Gough base was indeed a busy one for everyone; while some of our
visitors were out deploying trackers on fur seals
G62 team members were busy preparing birthday
celebration goodies for little old me. Later on in
the evening everyone joined in celebrating my 24th
with me, and what a special one it was. A big
thanks goes to Khunjie, Ian and Andy for the gifts,
Khunjie and Charles for breakfast in Bed and Thuna
for serving a marvellous lunch. Later that evening
after we had indulged on pizza and some cake the
Nat Geo team was off again, this time to Prion
cave.
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Day 4 consisted of more fur seal filming at
long Beach
After breaking bread and celebrating a birthday the time to say goodbye came on a Monday Morning before skivvy (a little too convenient if you ask most of us around the base) and
silence fell once again upon us as our last contact with people other than ourselves before
take over were craned off the base. Ooh but
what an exciting five days it was.
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Summer
Wildlife
David Kinchin-Smit
Summer is here, and with it comes
the busiest time in Gough‟s wildlife
calendar. Perhaps one of the most
obvious changes since last issue is in
our Mollys. Where once there was
an egg in their large chimney pot
nests, we now have chicks! Once
the egg hatches, an adult will stay
brooding the chick for the first few
weeks whilst the other returns periodically with feeds. But now our
chicks are fairly large with equally
large appetites, so they sit alone on
their nests with both adults returning to feed them. Meanwhile, Sooty
chicks started appearing just a week
or so after our Molly chicks and
now Gough‟s sea cliffs are home to
many fluffy chicks! Sooty chicks will
fledge a little later than Mollys but
both will be leaving Gough towards
the end of April.
Elsewhere, Gough‟s beaches have
emptied of penguins as the breeding
season is largely over for them.
However, a month ago they were
alive with the cheeps of hundreds of
Rockhopper chicks. These chicks
have now moulted all their downy
feathers and headed out to sea with
the adults. We will be seeing the
adults in a few weeks though as they
return to Gough to moult before
returning to sea. Where once the
beaches were ruled by our penguins,
the Fur Seals have taken over! Pups
started to appear in mid-December
and added their cries to Gough‟s
chorus. We visit our pups each
month to weigh them to see how
the season is progressing.
As for our burrow-nesters, eggs are
hatching all over the island in
Gough‟s secret underground world.
Our Great Shearwaters and cavenesting Prions have VERY fluffy large
chicks and our Soft-plumaged Petrels also have youngsters. Atlantic
Petrel chicks have all fledged and left
the island, and adults won‟t return
again until the winter

Sooty (Left) & Molly (Right) chicks

Adult Fur Seal with pup

Our Editor Nokwe weighing
Rockhopper chicks
when their breeding season begins again. Above ground, our
Giant Petrel chicks have pretty
much fledged and are looking
very smart in their new adult
feathers! Whilst the paths
around base are busy with
young Gough Moorhens and
the highlands are hopping with
juvenile Gough Buntings.
Gough really is incredible at this
time of year! And last, but by
no means least, we finish with

VERY fluffy cave Prion Chick
Gough‟s largest resident,
Tristan Albatrosses. We
discovered our first eggs
towards the end of December and completed an entire island count of the species a couple of weeks ago
to see how many incubating
adults we had this year. We
will be welcoming our first
few chicks come March so
expect a photo or two in
the next issue.

One of over 1000 incubating Tristan Albatrosses

G ough’ s alien invas ion s
WORDS & PHOTOS BY PHIL LAMBDON
Humans have now conquered
almost every significant terrestrial
land mass on the planet. This is a
great testimony to our sense of
exploration and resilience, but
we can also feel a little shame
that, wherever we go, we leave
unsightly traces of our presence,
whether these be through litter,
pollution or the destruction of
forests and waterways. One of
the most overlooked forms of
pollution comes through introduction of new plant and animal
species from other parts of the
world. These result from careless
disposal of waste like any other
„litter‟, but to many observers
not trained as biologists their
significance can go completely
unrecognized. In fact, tourists and
locals alike frequently comment
on a beautiful flower or a tame
bird species hanging around gardens and public spaces, not realizing that they were never supposed to be there at all. But such
species are often particularly
troublesome. Unlike discarded
cans or bottles, they can multiply
unaided, and eventually become
overwhelming. They can compete
with or prey on native species,
clog pathways or water sources
and may cost huge sums to keep
in check. In general, we refer to
species introduced to a new
range as „aliens‟.

Not all aliens will present serious issues, but those which
do start to spread rampantly
and impact negatively on the
existing economy and ecology
are termed „invasive‟.
Even those aliens not regarded as invasive may still detract
from our experience of the
world. Gradually, habitats and
ecosystems from far flung
corners of the globe are
starting to lose their distinctiveness. Much as shopping
precincts from Pretoria to
Paris may look identical due
to the dominance of major
global high street chain
stores, our countryside is
undergoing the same conversion to bland uniformity. The
term „biotic homogenization‟
has been coined to describe
this trend.
Of course, this isn‟t the complete story: there is trouble in
Paradise. A few of the problems have captured the headlines in recent years. The
humble house mouse, introduced accidently via sealer
ships within the past 100
years, has spread unstoppably
across the island.

Close-up of Yorkshire fog in flower
The local population has evolved
a larger-than-normal size and voracious habits. It now preys on
defenceless seabird chicks by burrowing through their body cavities
to get at the soft organs inside.
The presence of creeping pearlwort (Sagina procumbens) has also
received some attention. This tiny
European weed was introduced
from Marion Island where it had
already colonized huge expanses
of bare sub-arctic heath. Whilst it
isn‟t yet widespread on Gough, it
has survived concerted eradication
attempts for over 15 years due to
its super-fast growth rate and
enormous seed production.
But despite the high profile, pearlworts are not the major invasive
alien plant polluting Gough‟s environment today. The greatest havoc has been wreaked by two
grasses, again from Europe:

A typical river bank at Gonydale. The pale vegetation are dense stands of Yorkshire fog.
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Endemic Deschampsia robusta
creeping bent (Agrostis stolonifera)
and Yorkshire fog (Holcus lanatus). Both species are familiar
from any stroll through a quiet
English meadow, where their
presence is considered benign.
Amongst the island‟s insect life,
two unique species of flightless
moths are known from Gough.
Formerly inhabiting an island safe
from predators, they no longer
had the need for wings and survived by clambering through low
vegetation to find their mates. All
that has changed. These exotic
curiosities of evolution now appear to be very scarce, and it is
likely that they are easy prey to
the hoards of mice which now
roam the undergrowth. But we
have little idea how rare they truly are, or what is affecting them,
as no studies have been conducted.
The loss of any species from the
world is a tragedy which can never be undone. So how can we
prevent the distinctive treasures
of Gough from suffering the same
fate as the dodo? A first step is to
understand more fully what is
going on. We are still failing to
make the basic records needed
to assess the gradual shifts in
dominance as one alien nudges its
native competitors aside. These
changes may take generations to
become obvious, and it would be

Rumex obtusifolius
tragic negligence if future scientific teams stood on the island
and thought “but has it always
been like this?”, much as we
stand asking today. Only armed
with adequate knowledge can
policy makers be persuaded to
act, and those concerned about
the Tristanian environment acquire momentum to achieve
change for the better.
However, in the damp, mild climate of the South Atlantic they
have aggressively colonized the
ribbons of damp ground along
streams damp gullies, now excluding most of the former native
vegetation. Such habitats formerly represented an important and
biodiverse stronghold for several
rare endemic species. Whereas
the drier ground is dominated by
uniform tangles of tall, vigorous
fernbush, the narrow riparian
corridors, subject to occasional
flooding or waterlogging, have
always remained more open, and
teaming with varied forms of life.
Unfortunately, we have little idea
what has been lost as a consequence of these invasions because no one has had the foresight to record what was there in
the first place. Although a few
historical accounts of the vegetation exist, there was little before
the 1950swhen creeping bent and
Yorkshire fog were already

established. Even since
then, studies provide scant
information to piece together the finer details. It
seems likely that at least
some of Gough‟s unique
endemic species have gradually been displaced.
Amongst them, the impressive, tussocky grass Deschamspia robusta, known
nowhere but Gough, has
probably become rather
rarer. Another grass unique
to the Tristan group and
confined to waterways,
Glyceria insularis, is now
very difficult to find and
clings on only in small
pockets. And rarer still is
the enigmatic Agrostis goughensis. This Gough speciality
is closely related to its invasive counterpart, creeping
bent, but does not spread
as vigorously and appears
to have struggled against
the new direct competition.
Agrostis goughensis is now
almost extinct. It has only
ever been seen in two locations, and is currently only
known from one tiny patch,
though could yet be found
more widely with further
exploration.
Gough‟s environment is
changing all the time. Another European weed,
broad-leaved dock (Rumex
obtusifolius), common on
disturbed ground around
the Meteorological Station,
appears to be increasingly
surging in dense stands
through sheltered coastal
gullies. At the same time,
evidence suggests that the
related Argentine dock,
native from Tierra del Fuego around the sub-antarctic
archipelagos, has dwindled
substantially and is now
very rare.

Photography on Gough
By Tom Mc Sherry
Photography is one of the most satisfactory
hobbies and professions coming a long way. I
am giving you perspective through my novice
but enthusiastic eyes as an islander.

Which camera
should I buy?

Special points of interest:

 You do not want to carry a lot of bulk with you if
you are a field worker, as you need to carry scientific equipment and even survival gear and a 2 way
radio. You need to limit on the amount of equipment or weight as you might be working on heights
like on the edge of steep cliffs and drop-offs.
 Weather can be best described as ‘moody’ and it
changes quickly, often without warning. You do not
want your expensive camera equipment getting
damaged or broken due to exposure to rain or even
snow in the mountains.
 It depends what you want to do, and on what level
your photographic skills are and with what you will
feel comfortable.

TRIAL & ERROR
I have learned the hard way and spent money on the wrong equipment, and I have also
seen other islanders making the same mistake.
If you just want to capture the moment and
not too much worried about the technical
correctness, then the best advice is to buy a
full-on waterproof compact camera. There a
couple of examples in the market currently:
Canon D30 or Nikon AW130. I have seen
very impressive pictures taken with the Nikon AW130 and it is my personal favourite
here. You also get compact cameras like the
Olympus TG-4 and a separate
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waterproof casing purposely made for the camera. It is a very good option but rather pricey
compared to the above mentioned models. I have
also seen fair stills taken by a „Go-pro Hero4‟
action camera but it has got limitations and is better at video recording than to use as an all round
camera.
If you feel you need something light but versatile
without having to carry extra lenses but still having a lot of control and by that I mean shooting in
manual mode, aperture or shutter speed priority
you can go „bridge camera‟. It can shoot from
wide angle to telephoto and you do get very
good examples in the market today at very reasonable prices like for instance the Canon SX60
or the Panasonic Lumex FZ70. Unfortunately
they are not waterproof nor „weather sealed‟
(which basically means a little bit splash or dustproof and you would have to invest in a carry bag
which is rainproof like most of the „lower-pro‟
camera bags.

LAST OPTIONS FOR THE
ENTHUSIAST
There is no substitute for IQ (Image quality)
when it gets to full frame digital single reflex camera, or APS-C cameras. I always knew this but
thought one could get away with a good quality
bridge camera but I was wrong. Luckily in my case
a friend who also shares my love for motorbikes
back home has decided to sponsor me a comprehensive DSLR camera kit. It arrived on the ship
that is licensed to fish for lobster around Gough
island and the kit consist of the following: Nikon
d7100 camera, 70/300 VR zoom lens for distant
object, 10 x 20 wide angle lens (for landscape
mainly but also funky bird and seal photography),
17/50 lens which is a good all rounder and then I
already had a 60mm macro lens and Nikon d3100
camera body (the d3100 is now the backup camera) All of this was neatly packed in a Lower pro
rucksack with a „rain jacket‟ and also a tri-pot and
extra memory cards as well as a spare battery.
The value of this equipment is high, but the value
of my appreciation cannot be measured – I am
just „over the moon‟.
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conclusion
There is no substitute for image IQ when it
comes down to DSLR cameras but it is bulky and
requires hauling along your lenses and equipment. I have seen fieldworkers doing this previously on Marion and Gough island but you can
get away with a good quality bridge and occasionally take the DSLR kit with if you know beforehand what you want to photograph – like a dedicated photographic trip. On the other hand, If
you want something practical and IQ is not particularly toping your list but rather capturing the
moment you cannot go wrong with a waterproof
compact.
Nothing is more satisfying to get real good quality pictures as for most a visit to Gough will be a
„once off‟ affair. I am rather grateful to find myself
here for a third time expedition.
I include a picture of a Tristan Albatross: I was
lying down waiting patiently for a good photographic moment when the gentle flying giant‟s
curiosity won and decided to have a look at this
„strange looking mammal‟
No matter how much we enjoy photography on
the island; the respected rule is not to be selfish
to get your special shot and not to disturb nature. Extreme caution should be taken into account especially with seabirds on nests.
Bye for now and take care! Tom

Tristan Albatross (top and bottom), in my opinion the
most beautiful seabird

Antarctic Tern Cyclops

Mount Rowett (left – the most beautiful landscape for me and the ‘Disney Ridge’ (right)- visible through ‘Disney window’ Penguin
Island in the far background. This ridge divides the ‘Gen’ which was the original and most popular landing place where the first meteorological station was built in 1955 and the Sophora Glen where there is still very few of the ‘Sophora tree’ standing.

Khunjie’s Life at Gough Island
Words By Khunjie photos by Nokwe
An experience of a life time it‟s the only phrase that
can define my being in the beautiful island called
Gough and such an adventure it‟s touching to explain. In any journey of life is characterised by both
positive and negative encounter and in many a times,
positive always overshadows the negative encounter.
In both ways an individual learns couple of things to
outwith the present when challenges present themselves.
To this point, life is full of daily experiences that
shape us for the better, either work or social related. Although coming to the island was work related,
but leaning in such a natural place with such a wonderful atmosphere and full of life for the past 6
months enabled me to learn a number of life time
lessons that I would not have learned outside this
space. These lessons has contributed to my being
greatly in spiritual, social and work wise sense. To
this end, life at the island can be attributed to the
following:
Nature:
All of God‟s beautiful creations are somehow connected to each other to some extent. The birds
OMG they are beautiful even though they make hell
of a noise at night but to be honest I love them and
the ocean gosh I have never seen such beauty the
ocean is beautiful.
Living with few people:
its bit interesting, I have had to learn so many characters but all in all I know I have a family here and I
love them. This place has taught me how to understand their personalities, feelings and needs, I call
them my brothers and sisters I even know what they
like food wise eg. Nokwe and David like baking
sweet muffins- it‟s hard to keep a clean diet with
them.

Weird thing is I have never seen this but David eats
ice cream with cereal- that‟s weird right, Nokwe has
a peanut butter sandwich with coffee, Tom likes his
fish and coffee, Ellias and Mthoko Pork meat and
Oros juice, Mbontyisi (beans) and gosh curry/stew
every weekend, Sakhile likes his blue fish and clean
water , EMM oh gosh TEA between me and you I
think she drinks 8 cups of tea a day, Charles likes
mutton chops. Then there‟s Phil with adding an appreciable amount to his cornflakes!
Food Choices and Beauty:
food gosh it‟s okay I won‟t lie my team knows I refer
to meat as a full meal. I do however miss fresh fruit
and vegetables and am tired of eating frozen food.
Work Wise:
it‟s okay I love my job only hate night shifts. I love
being appreciated, being important about feeding
relevant data……..to conclude I love this place it‟s
like home.
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Quotes of the Quarter
David
Before tasting food, “ Aaaah this looks
amazing, that is good, that is…
Elias
“Ok, Ok, listen, listen, stop talking so i can
explain. Listen to me properly.”
Em
When someone (usually Khunjie) gets
served ,” Ooooooooh, that one must have
hurt.”
Referring to iNgud by Kwesta, “ play that
song that goes bara ba ra….bara ba ra”
Khunjie
“Im fat, Im faaaaaaat, look at how fat I am”
“yoooooooo choma when the ship
somes….”
Nokwe
“ Please passs the Pink Saaaous”
“ Thing is I kent laar , you Know. I just , I
jus kent, I won‟t do it”
Thuna
“ Haaawu, ngeke phela!, ayi geke phela Elias
uyarobha!”
Tom
“ If you drink water you will rust”
By Nokwe Additional photos by
Nokwe and David

PHOTO COMPETITION

Albatross Love

Dusky Dolphins

Patterns in Poo

Atlantic Yellow nose albatross and
Chick
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“I’ve got my eyes on you, Skipper!”

Giant Baby Albatross

Broad bill Prion with baby in Prion Cave

Please support the G62 photo competition by voting for your favourite
photo using the title of the photo through:
Email: gough@sanap.ac.za
Telephone: 021 650 9470

Gough Weather
* FEBRUARY CLIMATE STATS *
Ave Max Pressure

:

1015.3 hPa

Ave Min Pressure

:

1007.0 hPa

Ave Pressure

:

1011.0 hPa

Max Pressure

:

1024.6 hPa

Min Pressure

:

1003.9 hPa

Ave Max Temp

:

18.4 °C

Ave Min Temp

:

12.1 °C

Ave Temp

:

15.3 °C

Max Temp

:

25.8 °C

Min Temp

:

7.5 °C

Ave Humidity

:

76 %

Max Humidity

:

98 %

Min Humidity

:

28 %

Max Wind Gust

:

31.4 m/s

Total Rainfall

:

128.8 mm

Highest in 24 Hours

:

48.6 mm

Total days with rain

:

20 Days

Total days > 1mm

:

13 Days

Total Sunshine

:

169.9 Hours

Compiled by Elias
Additonal photos by Nokwe and Tom
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